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The Fox Barks
Ahhh -- Spring and riding time finally at hand!

(This is for the frigid North -you  others can snicker if
you want.)

"Where will I go? And with whom? How do I
find a kindred soul who likes to ride like I do? Or do I
want one?"

As motorcyclists, many of us tend to be loners
(with or without those favorite passengers) at least part
of the time, meeting the breezes and the roads of our
choice at our own speeds. That's part of the freedom of
the machine. Individuality. Personal enjoyment
personified. Marvelous. (But no one with whom to
relive the memories!)

For the young lone hacker, "alone" can be the
epitome of freedom. But -- Oh the Reality for the rest
of us! Just as we must twist and hold the throttle, apply
the brakes, turn the handlebars for desired directional
changes, there occur other necessary activities for rigs
carrying older men, women, children. Pit stops.

Yeah, they're really mandatory. Every hour or so,
whether the machine needs fuel or not. Either that, or
live with rather grumpy folks whose physiological
plump sumps put rather sharp edges on their tongues.
Of course, those same people usually want more liquid
while they're stopped. Indeed, we might as well
calculate those stops into travel speeds for the trip.
Besides, if we lounge around the station/restaurant a
bit, we often get to meet people who stop for a chat
about our machine. Neat!

We may also pick up local info on nearby sights
worth seeing, not noted on touring maps or guides.
Where an excellent restaurant sets, waiting for our
empty tummies. A discount mall not far away. A good
park where we can eat our homemade lunch. Or other
exploration tips. Yup, those pit stops can be quite
enjoyable -- isn't enjoyable what we're after?

For the more gregarious (times), don't the "prob-
lems" multiply? First, find someone who wants to
leave for the same place at the same time of day. And at
the same speed. Here we find riders from " A nice
comfortable speed" (not much over 55) to "I always
run my engine at peak torque" (seldom under 90). So,
we give a little, and hope the extremists do too
(not guaranteed).

Then there's who leads, and who eats the exhaust.
Sometimes the one who reports "I know the way, I'll
lead" has only a fuzzy idea of the destination general
area. Or, zaps through a pink (almost red) light, whips
around the next corner at the same speed and is long
gone by the time the rest of us make that corner. A
quick stop at a station or restaurant for regrouping
becomes a must, plus time to drain the sumps (plump
or not), get food/drink, smoke, etc.

Otherwise, there's often a "peak torque" devotee
who has a 10-gallon extra gas tank, a 5-gallon personal
sump, and no passenger, stewing at the slow speed and
all the "unnecessary" stops. A related subject is how to
communicate with the leader, any leader, when some-
one needs a pit stop, gas or otherwise. Beyond those,
there's passing procedures, when and were to eat, etc.

Some despairing souls go back to riding "alone".
Some seek out or try to organize a club, feeling organi-
zation may alleviate those and other problems. It may
well do so, but brings along it's own batch of
discussables. How much dues (and what to do about
any increase/surplus)? Who wants to be president?
Who wants to be treasurer? Or road captain, so we
really know where we're going on a ride? Or newsletter
editor for more than a few months? Do we have a club
patch? Where do we meet? Do we want club rides?

We're a club -- shouldn't we sponsor a rally?
Where? When? Who handles the coffee pot? Who
does the registration? How do we get more members?
How do we KEEP members? How do we get the ones
we have to come to meetings? (Any who answer the
last three would be instant world celebrity -- my
opinion is: leave it alone -- no one gets angry, and each
seems to handle itself pretty well over the long run).

Ahhhhh -- Spring and riding time at hand! Where
to and with whom? Aaaaaagh!!! (Gee, that "g" makes a
big difference!)

Whatever your choice(s), you have the ol' Fox's
blessings and best wishes.
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Leanout
On The Loss Of A Traveling
Companion: 1984 - 1993 R.I.P.

No, this isn't about anyone dying. It's about the
untimely death of a ratty old GL1200, still plugging
away at 154,000 miles on it's original guts. Some jerk in
a Caddy, did a hit-and-run number on the bike and rider
in early December of 1993, putting the bike into the
center divider of a freeway, busting through the right
timing cover and cracking off the cam timing gear, as
well as other unpleasant things.

The unfortunate rider, riding friend Foyil Harris,
came away with a separated shoulder, plus some bruises
and scrapes, and has since started a new relationship
with a Vulcan 1500.

But let's get back to the 1200 Wing. I think I first
met Foyil at an IBMC Horseheaven campout, east of
San Diego, CA, in May of 1984. I had my 650/Monza
rig at that campout, and Foyil showed up in a van, laced
up with a corset for broken ribs from the last Wing that
he had recently crashed in AZ. That should tell you
something the guy right there... and what he puts his
bikes through.

In June of 1985, we both showed up at an IBMC
campout in Utah, hosted by fellow IBMC and USCA
member Clarence Kessler, of SD. That should tell you
that all of us like to ride to go camping. This time I was
on my 500 Ascot thumper. Foyil and I weren't riding
together at the time, but on the return trip to CA, he kept
passing me, only to find me in front of him again, miles
on down the road. Sort of the tortoise and the Harris.

After a few more shared campouts, we wound up
attempting a few trips here and there as traveling and
camping companions. The Wing usually pulled a little
cargo trailer, and since Foyil enjoys cooking, having
him, the Wing and trailer along was like having your
own restaurant.

In April of 1987, we wound up at a campout east
of Death Valley... this time I was on my XL600... where
I was going to do some off-road research. That didn't
stop Foyil and the Wing... although he did learn what
blow sand was all about, and in the Armagosa River
bed, he did give up when the rocks got as big as basket-
balls. Later that year, I was on a K100 and we were

headed for a campout in Ely, NV. We were out in
nowhere, running 75 or so, when this headlight kept
catching up to us. Pretty soon, a guy and a gal pull
along side on a V-Max with a trailer, and holler to ask
if there is a gas station ahead, then took off and left us
like we were standing still.

I've never been a 1,000 miles in 24 hours kind of
person, but in June of 1988, the Wing and trailer, along
with my rig, headed for a campout in Texas, and
knocked off 920 miles from 3:00a.m. in southern CA,
to short of Ft. Stockton, TX, by 11:30 that night. On
the way back, I took on a buzzard with my rig while
the Wing got to weave all over the highway to miss
buzzard parts.

1990 was a good year. I led the hapless Wing
into some AZ ghost towns, through more soft sand
and then snow, in February. In March, it was more
snow in AZ and sand in CA. That fall, I suckered Foyil
and the Wing to camping in the rain at the 20th
Griffith Park Rally.

The little photo here, is a story in itself. In April
of 1991, we took off for an annual IBMC coast
campout, but a few days early so we wouldn't miss all
the bad weather. When we'd pulled into this deserted
campground in the Angeles N.F. of CA, we'd been
through a couple of left over flash floods and a 100
yard wide river fording. While I cheated and had an
outrigger, the Wing only had the trailer.

In April of 1992, The Wing and a Dyna Glide
Custom hooked a loop through the remote CA, OR,
ID, NV country and Foyil's uncanny camp locating
abilities had us waking up-in the morning on the edge
of a bombing range.

July of 1993 was pay back time, on a NOMAD
camping trip in northern AZ. The dummy left the
Wing ignition on all afternoon, ran down the battery
and guess who got to try and push it in the morning on
a dirt road for a bump start?! That ain't easy at 7,000 ft.

There were a lot of other trips and episodes...
everywhere between CA, TX and Sturgis.  It will be
different on trips without the Wing. Like one of the
"gang" isn't there.
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Letters
GIMP INFO
Dear Editor

In response to the letter from Wayne
Marsula', Escondido, CA, in Volume 18, No. 1 of
the SIDECARIST, the Gimp Exchange is appar-
ently being published sporadically. I am (was) a
subscriber but have not received an issue for over
a year. It is (was) being published by Bob
Nevola, who founded the National Handicapped
Motorcyclist Association, 3204 83rd St., Jackson
Heights, NY 11370. Mr. Marsula' should be able
to contact Bob Nevola at that address.

Larry Lehr #426 Marietta, Georgia

[At press time, this office has just received
back a letter, sent to the above address, marked
"Return to sender -no such address". As there
was no time to try the address again all I can do
is again ask for an address, if anyone has one,ed.]

See: On The Loss Of A Traveling Companion:
1984 - 1993 R.I.P. - Page 5.

HOPE YOU ARE THERE!
Dear Editor

Firstly, here's hoping you are still at the
address I am writing to, as I got it out of a some-
what dated motorcycle magazine.

I am greatly interested in sidecars, and as a
member of the Guyana Motor Racing Club, I am
not alone. Trouble is, there isn't a single sidecar
in Guyana, presently... there were a few around a
long time ago; these were brought down here by
the British and American forces that were here
during and just after the last World War.

It is my intention to get some sidecar action
going down here in Guyana, as well as trying to
get my club to be actively involved. American
and Canadian motorcyclists come down here to
race hare twice a year, and the idea of bringing to
Guyana, sidecar racers, excites many whenever I
mention it.

So, if you're still there, is there anything you
can do to help? I see from the advertisement I
read, that foreigners are asked for a donation of
US $24... what does that provide? I understand
there is also a newsletter available. I see another
ad where sidecar manuals are available... these I
am very interested in, can I have some info on
these as well?

I plan to be in Florida next May to do a
vocational course in motorcycle mechanics at the
AMI in Daytona Beach... is there anyone I can
contact there about sidecars?

Mr. Avery Gomes, 54, Lamaha Gardens
Georgetown, Guyana.

[While I have written to address some of
Mr. Gomes' concerns, I am sure he would enjoy
hearing from any USCA member who cared to
write -- Ed.]
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Letters..
I SAW YOUR AD.
Dear Editor

I saw your advertisement in the December,
1993, issue of AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST
magazine and am hoping that you may be able to
give me some assistance. I own a 1983 Honda
GL1100 Interstate and recently attached to it a
California Friendship II Sidecar. The sidecar is
not new but had only around 5,000 miles on it
and it is in excellent shape. I've put another 2,000
miles on it since, and noticed that not only did
the sidecar tire (Dunlop SP4) need to be re-
placed, but the rear tire on my bike (Dunlop GT
Elite) was completely smooth.

I have since talked with many motorcycle
shops, other riders and California Sidecar, and
am fully aware of the type of mileage I can now
expect. By the way, the sidecar does not pull and
it tracks perfectly with a full load.

The guy I spoke with at California Sidecar
had just returned from the Griffith Park Sidecar
Rally in southern California, and was telling me
that the No. 1 topic of discussion was tire life.
The hot tip is that GL1500 owners are swapping
in 15 inch rear rims off of GL1200s and running
radial car tires.

I would appreciate any advice concerning
this, that you're able to pass on.

Mark Raskin, 13003 So. 29th Ave. Omaha,
NE 68123

EARLY SIDECAR CATALOG
Dear Editor

My name is Nicholas Shepard. I'm an avid
Harley-Davidson enthusiast, owner and rider. My
wife and I both ride and are H.O.G. members. We
currently own a 1980 custom "Sporty" and a
custom 1988 FLHS.

The reason I am writing is to try and make
some contacts with any persons that might be
interested in acquiring as complete collection of
"original" 1914-1930 H-D sales catalogs. these

catalogs are in perfect condition and would be a
priceless acquisition for someone. I recently got
them from a gentleman who was involved with
motorcycles from early on. He was born in 1901.
His last ride was pre-Knucklehead!

I am quite serious about finding someone to
purchase these catalogs, which include an early
sidecar catalog of 1913 or 1914.

Nicholas Shepard 133 Grove St., Putnam,
CT 06260

CHANG JIANG GOOD & BAD.
Dear Editor

It was fun to see my article and photos in
print. You did a fine job editing it.

I'm in hot water with my friends for not
getting their names in print.

I should have given you more info with the
photos. Amy Wheeler is the passenger pictured
by the waterfall and also with me on the bike
near Mount Adams (she has been getting a
razzing about being a cover girl). Amy took the
photo of me on the bike with Mt. Hood in the
background. Ed Gunderson took the photo of
Amy and myself near Mt. Adams. Ed's bike is in
the foreground. Rob Booth took the photo of me
having a drink by my bike. We were very near
Mt. Saint Hellens, at the time, and you are quite
right, ft was cold. Robert rode inside his sleeping
bag on that trip. That's Rob having lunch in the
photo when we were lost.

The Red Menace Motor Register is off and
running. We have more than 150 members listed
so far, with more letters arriving daily. Dave
Najarian, our newsletter editor, expects to have
the first issue out around April. Your help publi-
cizing our efforts has been very productive and is
most appreciated.

Thanks again,

Vernon Wade #4849 Hood River, Oregon
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Rally

By Bob Anderson
October 23rd and 24th, 1993, was the

official weekend for the Griffith Park Sidecar
Rally, although the "time change" weekend
wasn't until the next weekend this year, upsetting
the usual notion that you can depend on Griffith
simply happening on the time change weekend.

I had just returned from a trip to Seattle, a
couple of days before, so I had things to tend to
around the home office on saturday, but come
sunday morning, I had the 650/Monza rig on the
road before sunup, knocking off the 150 miles up
to the Rally.

If you haven't camped the saturday night,
which is included in the $5.00 Rally fee, an early
sunday morning arrival will usually tell you what
kind of a camping attendance was left over from
the day before. This year, the campers looked to
be fewer in number, possibly having something
to do with rain the two previous years. However,
this year turned out nice. As I strolled around, I
came across Jack Zollars and Barry Beale,
packing up the' last of their gear into their rigs.

GRIFFITH PARK 1993

I am not known for having one of the
cleaner, polished rigs, so I felt better when a
Harley rat tub (complete with hot and cold
faucets) parked next to my outfit and got all the
attention.

One good thing about arriving early, is that
you can sort of hang around the entrance to the
rally and catch anything new that is arriving. One
of those was a Yamaha Virago outfit, and since I
haven't seen an abundance of those, I had to take
a photo of how the hack had been mounted. It
was a nice stout looking installation.

A walk around the Mineral Wells Rally area
always turns up a few oddities, this one including
an original, pre-Knucklehead springer H-D with
a Flxi sidecar with wicker body, lettered: "Flxi
Mama". I didn't find the owner close at the time,
or I would have asked a bit more about it.

Bob Pelikan was in and out several times
with his Roto Hack, usually parking it next to the
mobil kitchen. If the kitchen doesn't have a
crowd, the Roto Hack sure draws one, so be-
tween the two outfits, it was one of the busier
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locations at the Rally. I wondered if Bob got a
percentage of the take... then again, I wonder if
the Roto Hack got any mustard on it.

Barry Bates had his Champion Legend and
Harley rig there. Barry never quite knows what to
say when I holler something like, "There's the
new Watsonian boat hack!". He's smart and
usually doesn't say anything and walks the other
way.

It's always nice to see something that you
"almost bought", this one being a very nice 350
Jawa and Velorex rig. When they were still
importing the two-stroke twins, I couldn't quite
afford one, and then when I could, emissions
laws had precluded the two-strokes from being
imported into this country. Sigh.

The Griffith Park Rally is basically for
sidecars, but a nice side feature is all of the
motorcyclists who show up on some surviving
vintage machinery. Ariel Square Fours, Vincents.
Stuff like that. One such gent had a very nice
Norton 500cc boomer of 1959 Vintage... the year
I began riding (on a 50cc Cub) when a 500
looked like a monster.

Rally..
GRIFFITH PARK 1993..

The Roto Hack doesn't lack for attention.

About mid afternoon, some folks need to
get headed for home, so Doug Bingham grabs
the microphone, tries to assemble those that will
listen, and proceeds to draw names from the
registration box, handing out various door
prizes.

And just like that, Griffith Park is over for
another year, the rigs begin riding out and
mineral Wells changes back into a secluded little
canyon picnic area.

For me, it's about three hours on the free-
ways to home. This year, the ride hit a minor
milestone for my rig when I finally got it over
the 40,000 mile mark. I wonder how much
longer the 650 Nighthawk will hold out, drag-
ging the Watsonian, and I wonder what the next
combo will turn out to be, when it comes time
for a new one. But then, I suppose I'm not alone
in thinking stuff like that on the ride home from
Griffith Park.
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Rally..
GRIFFITH PARK 1993..

A fine old Vincent and a Square Four Ariel. 1959 Norton boomer.

Jawa / Velorex Yamaha / Viraro hookup
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Rally..
GRIFFITH PARK 1993..

Champion Ledgend Wicker Chair

Goulding Atom Bomb Rig Rat Rig & Racer
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Profile

By Bob Anderson
Ruben and Joan Gurerra are USCA member

#4730, having been sidecaring since 1990, with
their 1987 BMW K100 LT/1990 California
Friendship III rig.

As Ruben puts it, he began riding motor-
cycles in 1953, on a 1941 Indian Scout, and has
since owned 11 motorcycles. He tends to develop
a personal relationship with a machine and keeps
it for a long time.

RUBEN AND JOAN GURERRA

Past motorcycles have included the Indian,
several Harleys, a Belgium 650 thumper, British
Triumphs, and since the early 1980s, BMWs.

Ruben is a Charter Lifetime Member of
BMWMOA and Joan is Premier Life Time
Member of the same, besides both being
BWMOA Ambassadors. Other organizations they
belong to include South Coast BMW Riders,
Phoenix International Touring Society, AMA,
Airheads Beemer Club, BMWRA and the
USCA. In addition to all of this, they are the
directors of the IBMC.

Along about April of 1990, Joan became ill
and advised not to ride motorcycles, so they sold
her solo bike and put a chair on the '87 Beemer.

Since then, they have run up 41,000 miles
on the rig, touring in AZ, CA, OR, WA, ID, MT,
WY, SD, UT, NV, NM, CO, TX, OK, KS, NE,
MO, IN, AR and IL. In Canada: BC and ALT. In
Mexico: Sonora, Sinaloa, Durango, Zacatecas,
Quanajuato, San Luis Potosi and Chihuahua.
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Outfit

By Wayne Marsula
The project started out as a solution for

weakening legs brought on by a spine injury.
It then grew into a solution for my desire for
remote, long distance, back country camp-
ing. I had a sidecar many years ago, so I
thought my ideas for a new one would work
out.

Since my wife only joins me for two
separate weeks of riding, she would still use
a removable pillion seat. This would allow
me greater storage space, and it could all be
locked up.

Doug Bingham at Sidestrider in Van
Nuys, California, built me a frame rugged
enough for the back roads of Baja, that I
love to travel. The base platform is two by

A HACK WITH A DIFFERENT HIDE

four feet, giving enough room for a 13.5
gallon gas tank and a 105 Amp/hour deep
cycle battery.

The fuel tank is plumbed through an
electric fuel pump to a two way valve. One
side is plumbed directly to the bike's tank so
turning on the pump will fill it when
needed. I can reach the valve while riding,
then hold on the momentary contact switch.
When fuel starts out the clear overflow tube
on the tank cap, I turn it off. The other side
of the valve is connected to an outboard
motor quick connect at the rear of the side-
car, with a hose in storage that can be con-
nected to fill other bikes that may be accom-
panying me on my adventures. With 9.25
gallons in the main tank, plus the 13.5
gallons, this gives me the safety margin I

Wayne Marsula' and his BMW/Side Strider special at home, which Wayne had labeled,
"Almost Done!".      Photo copyright - Wayne Marsula'.
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prefer in back country travel.

The large battery allowed the cycle
battery to be removed, which gave room for
a large metal box where it had been located.
This is used for a greatly enlarged tool kit,
which can still be locked under the seat.
Any extra electrical load on the stock BMW
system, can quickly discharge the stock
battery. But with a BMW police voltage
regulator, the large battery will stay charged
and allow more use. My electric vest will
now "toast" me if I leave the thermostat on
full. Quite a nice improvement on it's own. I
have also added a voltage meter to monitor
the charging system/battery condition.

Next to the battery is a 1,500 pound
pull winch. Hooked to a Danforth anchor,
normally carried on the platform, I can
winch the rig out of  soft sand situations
that will sometimes stick it.

The "tip-over ramp" on the front of the
frame is covered over with expanded metal,
and a fire extinguisher is mounted there.
Light weight items can be strapped there as
well.

Above all this is a Yakima Rocket Box.
This is normally used on the car top carriers
that the Yakima Company, in Arcata, Cali-
fornia, makes. Being light weight, aerody-
namic, and lockable, it met my require-
ments. Dimensions are two feet wide by
seven feet nine inches long, or about four
inches longer than the bike. Maximum depth
is 14 inches and volume is 13 cubic feet.

I had already made some changes to the
1992 BMW R100 GSPD, to prepare it for
the additional load. The front suspension
got longer, progressive springs and heavier
oil. I found I still need to lift it somewhat
when carrying a heavy load, and Progressive
Suspension, in Hesperia, California, is
working with me on the best solution. The
rear suspension was changed to a Fox shock,

Outfit..
A HACK WITH A DIFFERENT HIDE..

giving both compression and rebound damp-
ing. Tightening up the rebound damping
stopped much of the front end dive on
braking.

The engine got dual plugs in the heads,
special valves and a SuperTrapp exhaust
system. Power, even loaded, is not a prob-
lem. Most normal hills can still be pulled in
fifth gear. Most importantly, the dual plugs
stop all detonation that the stock bikes get,
even with a full load. And, even on Mexican
fuel!

For a shake-down trip, two friends on
BMW GS's joined me for a trip down Baja.
We started by going down the East coast.
The pavement ends at Puertecitos, and the
summer rains really degraded the dirt road
to Bahia San Luis Gonzaga, since I drove
that road in 1992. I was very heavily loaded,
carrying most of the food for the three of us,
for ten days. Also 2.5 gallons of water, full
fuel tanks, two spare tires, stove and cook-
ing equipment, etc.

The only place the solo bikes had any
advantage over my hack was in the deep,
soft sand washes. I got stuck twice, that I
feel was only my lack of experience with the
new rig, and twice when I just couldn't fly
over enough of the long, sandy wash. On the
loose gravel, rock and washboard surfaces, I
was running up to 50 mpg! Winds in Baja
can get extremely strong. Running on High-
way 1, the Trans-peninsular Highway, we
had one day where the solo bikes were
"heeled over" like a sailboat, running as low
as 40 mph, and at one point were almost
blown into the guardrail. Meanwhile, I was
able to run whatever speed the potholes
would allow, and was even standing up to
relax my posterior.

Who says a sidecar has to have a
"chair"? Mine didn't need one, so I created
La Tortuga Coja, the "crippled turtle".
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Outfit..
A HACK WITH A DIFFERENT HIDE..

Here, the frame is being squared up and aligned for precise mount location,
at the Side Strider shop in Van Nuys, CA. Photo: Doug Bingham.

After mounts have been welded in correct position on the sidecar frame, everything is removed,
finished, painted and then reassembled to the bike. Photo: Doug Bingham.
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Left and top right, the rig
nearing completion at Side
Strider in Van Nuys, CA.
Photos: Doug Bingham.

The outfit on "better" dirt roads in Baja California. Photo copyright Wayne Marsulat.

Outfit..
A HACK WITH A DIFFERENT HIDE..
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Touring

Paul & Mary Coleman;   Photos: Jim Baruch
I always wanted to "cycle it" to the West

Coast. My cousin, Bob Toole, who I grew up
with, taught me to ride his '46 Chief when I was
16. He lives in Los Angeles. Bob and I were as
close as brothers, till he took flight from the East
Coast and "defected" to the West.

After much persuasion, my better half Mary,
finally said "yes" to a trip to the West Coast. We
are both "65ish", large adults and I come with
extra hardware; a titanium left hip and a right
knee replacement as of February 1993.

We loaded our Watsonian Cambridge/1985
Harley FXR combination and took flight. Of
course, the rig had new skins, pads, lubes and
moocho checkum out -- measure it again and
once more for "to be sure".

I had an air compression jack, tools, patch
kit, plug kit for the tires, rain boots, cold weather
gear, pipes, tobacco, cigars, as well as tire irons.
Meant to leave early, which means we took flight
at about 10:30a.m.. Our journey would take us
from Burlington, Connecticut, to Los Angeles,
California.

REALIZATION OF A DREAM  - SEPTEMBER 1993

1st Day -- 292 miles. We made Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. Hot and clear.

2nd Day --349 miles. We made it to Wytheville,
Virginia. Hot and dry.

3rd Day -- 276 miles. Fanny is getting better
acquainted with sheepskin seat cover, wouldn't
leave home without it. Wife said, "Here",
Cookeville, Tennessee, so we stopped!
Weather Hot, Hot and humid.

4th Day -- 306 miles. Traveled from Cookeville,
Tennessee, to Heth, Arkansas. Delayed while
Noah tried in vain to re-float the ark in Mem-
phis, Tennessee! We spent an hour under an
overpass with a dozen cars and trucks. It was a
gully wumper, complete with pyrotechnics and
sound effects. It was a great try -- about a nine.

5th Day -- 332 miles. Heth, Arkansas, to
Checotah, Oklahoma; pretty country.

6th Day -- 353 miles. Checotah, Oklahoma, to
Amarillo, Texas. In Oklahoma, the grasshop-
pers are the size of small birds and put the
weirdest shades of yellow, red and green on all
that they splat upon. Took half an hour to
"debeast" the combo.
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Touring..
REALIZATION OF A DREAM  - SEPTEMBER 1993..

7th Day -- 285 miles. Amarillo, Texas, to Albu-
querque, New Mexico. Hotter yet, but with ice
cubes and H2O we soldier on!

8th Day -- 341 miles. Albuquerque, new Mexico,
to Flagstaff, Arizona. Really hot and bike
pulling hard on the grades. Noted that voltme-
ter is "shy", suspect that the volt/reg is going
south. We saw the Painted Desert and Petrified
Forest.

9th Day -- 157 miles. A.M. cool battery and rig
(cool as it gets after one of those days). The
charge rate not so great so I unplugged the
headlights to save juice and motored down to
Phoenix. It's Labor Day weekend but the
Harley-Davidson shop was opened and
checked everything out. They replaced the old
style potted 20 Amp alternator and regulator
with late style 30 Amp set-up.

10th Day -- 368 miles. Phoenix, Arizona, to Los
Angeles, California. One big jump; total of
3,058 miles. Pulling some hills in "Windmill
Valley" in 3rd and 4th gear.

We spent two weeks with my cousin Bob
and his wife Lucille. In the, interim, my cousin's
buddy, Jim Baruch, motored North, to take in the
USGP Laguna Seca, but not before he took me to
get a new battery (died next day after a "clean
bill" in Phoenix). We had breakfast and were off
to see Doug Bingham of Side Strider; the lad I
bought the Watsonian Cambridge sidehack from.
We had lunch and hatched some plans.

Later on in the week, I received a call from
Doug, that we were going to meet Mike Parti --
view his collection and then on to see Jay Leno's
"warehouse". Jim, Doug and I met at Mike's
place. It was a bike nuts place in spades -- even a
"Crouch motorcycle (an early make of motor-
cycle for the uninformed) for old cycle heads and
a genuine, for real, share of Indian motorcycle
stock! Mike just about has it all. he was even
good and kind enough to discuss the shape of the

world conditions with us in a really fine interplay
of the great minds present. Yuk, Yuk. Mike has a
truly beautiful collection of motorcycles.

After a lunch of fine proportions (with large
ice teas all around), we got into Mike's "Austin
oldie" and motored over to Jay Leno's ware-
house. I can't begin to measure the amount of
drool and slobber I went through; I thought that I
had died and gone to heaven. The "Hisso" -- the
"Vincents", the "Talbot", the "Bugatti" and a
"Packard" that is "Minty Fresh", as the ads say.
What an afternoon!

Later that week, Jim Baruch took my wife
and I to the infamous Rock Store, where we were
interviewed on video by a German-Turkish group
that was filming for an European offering on
Harley-Davidsons.

They were amazed that a couple of old
duffers came all the way across the country on a
sidecar outfit! I also got to shake Jay Leno's hand
and thanked him for the opportunity to view his
"toys".

Los Angeles to Connecticut.
Day 1 -- 357 miles. Los Angeles, California, to

Goodyear, Arizona. On monday a.m., my wife,
Jim Baruch and I, took off for his place in
Mimbres, New Mexico. I was glad to get some
better gas, my H-D hates that California stuff,
it's all oxygenated!

Day 2 -- 481 miles. Goodyear, Arizona, to
Mimbres, New Mexico. Detoured through
Tombstone, Arizona. Great! We watched a
couple of cowpokes on horseback, rounding
up cattle along with their dog. Great pieces of
Americana fading fast. Landed at "7th
Heaven", Jim and Mary Ann Baruch's "mini
ranch". Their kindness and generous hospital-
ity left a most favorable impression on my
wife and me. My wife said later that the beauty
of the place had "touched her soul".  I felt the
same way. Jim tried my cadillac and I rode his
Porche style sidecar rig.
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Touring..
REALIZATION OF A DREAM  - SEPTEMBER 1993..

Day 3 -- 250 miles. Left Mimbres, by way of
"Emory Pass" in the "Blackhill Mountain
Range" and the panoramic view moves you to
prayer, at least it did me. Fantastic! "Try it,
you'll like it". Headed for White Sands, but the
Almighty intervened, another Gullywamper,
so we fled North to Moriarity, New Mexico,
and kept dry.

Day 4 -- 247 miles. Moriarity, New Mexico, to
Amarillo, Texas. Followed the weather front
across the country, it being just ahead of us.

Day 5 396 miles. Amarillo, Texas, to Sallisaw,
Oklahoma. Beetles the size of an old fash-
ioned "Pooner" (that's an oversized marble to
you younger folks), for those of you that
remember marble games. Same results as the
aforementioned low flying Oklahoma grass-
hoppers. They hurt too. Had dinner at a restau-
rant on old U.S. 66 in Clinton, Oklahoma. It is
run by a WWII English war bride and her
"Okie" husband. She was enchanted with the
Cambridge.

Day 6 -- 303 miles. Sallisaw, Oklahoma, to West
Memphis, Arkansas. Pretty, pretty countryside.

Day 7 -- 288 miles. West Memphis, Arkansas, to
Cookeville, Tennessee. The Olde Mississippi
was high and running hard, Tennessee is very
pretty too.

Day 8 -- 316 miles. Cookeville, Tennessee, to
Christiansburg, Virginia. Turning cool now, a
shock after the 110-115 degree weather on the
Western deserts.

Day 9 -- 196 miles. Christiansburg, Virginia, to
Richmond, Virginia. Toured Appomattox
Courthouse and the house where General Lee
surrendered. Stayed at the house of old retired
friends in Richmond. Enjoyed their hospitality
and gave the male half a sidecar ride that he
enjoyed mightily -- 82 years young !

Day 10 -- 247 miles. Richmond, Virginia, to
Enola, Pennsylvania. Cool and threatening but
no rain.

Day 11 -- 386 miles. Enola, Pennsylvania to
home -- the last leg. Cold as heck, fog in the
valleys like ice water, but warmer as we get
closer to home.

3,467 mi. West to East.

3,058 mi. East to West

6,640 mi. total including CA & NM riding.

The tour road casualties were a lost nut on
horn mount, taped up air cleaner center nut
holding cover, broke loose (chucked cover in
trunk); belt guard cracked too thin, replaced old
style alternator (20 Amp) with newer updated 30
Amp unit, replaced two and one-half year old
battery in Los Angeles, a record service time I'm
told; and the fibre glass packing in the mufflers
are probably shot.

The rig was loaded with tools and much
other gear, auxilliary gas tank (five gallon) with
electrical transfer pump. Total outfit probably ran
2,000 pounds. Rear tire is now ready to be
replaced, sidehack tire (radial 10-inch), has
18,000 miles and should be replaced although it
is not all gone and front tire (Avon, sidecar type)
still good. I feel the old "Milwaukee Marvel" did
herself proud.

It may not be the prettiest outfit but it sure is
comfy. Leading link forks and a good seat and
well located pegs let you ride and ride. My
backside was no problem as the sheepskin seat
cover keeps you from the fanny miseries; just
swap cheeks and soldier on! The old Harley-
Davidson will climb a building if you keep the
tach at or above, 3,500 rpm. The sidecar hub cap
jumped ship on a shoulder warning groove, but it
was retrieved and placed in the trunk for later
perusal at home. The airplane type air vent added
on the windscreen "offside" proved to be a real
comfort, air-flow-wise, and is heartily recom-
mended.

More photos over...
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Paul, just behind and to the left of Jay Leno,
checks out the fine old Beezah, Jay rode in on.

Paul on bike
& Mary in
S/C at the

Rock Store.

Touring..
REALIZATION OF A DREAM  - SEPTEMBER 1993..

Staying at a friend's house in Los Angeles.
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At the O.K. Corral, in Tombstone, Arizona.

Paul and Mary's rig at Jim Baruch's New Mexico home.

Touring..
REALIZATION OF A DREAM  - SEPTEMBER 1993..
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Xmas
CHICAGOLAND TOYS FOR
TOTS
By Ed Johnson

For the past ten years, members of the
Northern Illinois Sidecarists have assisted in this
event. This year was the 17th annual, held on
December 4, 1993.

They have carried photographers, cam-
corder operators, dignitaries, radio equipment
and their operators, and done whatever asked to
do. This year, I carried a photographer, Jack Voss
a camcorder operator, Marilyn Johnson, commu-
nications, Ed Mc Elroy, and Jack Wheeler digni-
taries. Other members rode. Terry Strassenburg
was on a solo motorcycle.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
SIDECARISTS CHRISTMAS
PARTY

Following the Chicagoland Toys for Tots
run, the members of the Northern Illinois Side-
carists, including Anglea and John Dauginas
(past president of USCA), got together for their
December 4, 1993, Christmas party.

27th POLAR BEAR RIDE
By Ed Johnson

In the beginning, nearly 30 years ago, a few
friends got together and decided to meet each
New Years Day, and go for the first ride of the
year. The temperature dropped to eight degrees
below zero, January 1, 1968. In anticipation of
bad weather, I had my battery in the house, fully
charged. As my bike was a Harley "kicker", I had
10 weight oil in the transmission.

The 1953 Harley FLE, sidecar equipped,
started promptly. I met Ed Davidson, the only
other "friend" to show up. He was delayed
nursing his solo Harley out of the garage and
onto an icy alley. The streets were clear and we
made the magnificent mileage of eight. We didn't
have the clothes then that we do now.

Compared to ride number one, this year's
ride was a cinch. Thirty-five miles, weepy sky,
sloppy roads, but a comfortable thirty-five
degrees. Sixty-one riders, and about that many
spectators at this years run, held at Crete Harley-
Davidson, Crete, Illinois.
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Manufacturers

By Bob Anderson
In the fall of 1993, I was in the Seattle, WA,

area to check out the Russian Ural rigs, and
decided to also visit Liberty Sidecars. After
getting lost at least once, I finally arrived at the
facility, and was able to visit with owner, Pete
Larsen.

Pete began his sidecar experience in 1972
with a 1969 BMW R-60 U.S., to which he self-
installed a Ural sidecar. Later, he went to Earles
forks and the Ural was replaced with a Steib
S501, which was later replaced with a Steib
LS200.

Pete Larsen (center) goes over details of a
custom ordered sidecar, being readied for

crating and shipping.

 In the background, sidecar bodies await
assembly and fitting per individual order.

PETE LARSEN AND THE LIBERTY SIDECAR
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In 1986, Pete toured the EML factory in
Holland, being quite impressed with their opera-
tion, and soon assembled a K-100/EML outfit.

It was about this time that he began noticing
the Evolution generation HarleyDavidsons.
Then, one day Pete found himself at a Harley-
Davidson dealership, checking out Heritage
models... and looking at a Knucklehead sidecar
outfit. As he puts it, the light came on... follow
the lead of the Heritage models and create a
sidecar with the classic old look, yet with mod-
ern suspension.

It just so happens that Pete owns a fabrica-
tion and machine shop. Well, he went out and
bought his own Heritage Softail, broke it in, then
it got to spend about the next three years
clamped in a fixture as Pete worked on a body,
suspension and frame. Pete purchased a Merle
Wolf replacement body, then began making his
own modifications, eventually making his own
molds and producing his first body and fender.
For the frame, he went to the old style Harley-
Davidson design for the look, then wound up
strengthening it and enlarging the size of the
tubing used, plus adding a fourth mount to the
motorcycle. The suspension design basically
came from the Steib... trailing arm and upright
shock absorber.

The first completed rig was finished in time
to ride it, to Sturgis in 1991, park it and listen to
biker comment. The general commentary was
that it was "right".

Pete returned to Seattle with a couple of
orders, then spent a few months tooling up,
followed by the first production of seven side-
cars.

As of the fall of 1993, production was at 62
units and yearly capacity is about 75 sidecars.
Interestingly enough, quite a bit of the produc-
tion goes to Europe and Japan.

Pete jobs out the fiberglass and upholstery
production these days, but retains in-shop pro-

Manufacturers..
PETE LARSEN AND THE LIBERTY SIDECAR..

duction of fittings, frames, welding and machin-
ing, including building their shock absorbers.

The price of the complete, assembled but
unpainted sidecar is $4,995.00. Pete figures that
eight out of ten sidecars leave the shop as-
sembled, crated but unpainted for distant custom-
ers. However, he has a definite preference to
totally finish, install and test rigs at his facility.

The day I visited Liberty Sidecars, there
happened to be a finished, painted sidecar there,
in the process of being crated for shipping. It was
a black and white unit with matching cowhide
upholstery as per special order. It was a beautiful
looking outfit, yet Pete had found some small
wrinkle in the seam of the upholstery and had his
suppliers over, discussing quality control. I can
tell you that no one likes to have the press around
when something like this gets discussed, how-
ever, there was a genuine concern to get that
small detail "right".

Building a specific product for a specific
market has it's benefits. There is no attempt at
"one size fits all"... if you don't have a Harley-
Davidson Heritage Softail, Heritage Classic,
Fatboy, FLHS or FXSTC, you don't fit a Liberty
sidecar.

Specifications include:
Fiberglass body with behind seat trunk,

180-degree fender with taillights matched to
motorcycle,

four-point mounting with billet machined clamp-
ing system and classic style "S" front strut,

sprung trailing arm turning in Timken tapered
roller bearings with three inches of travel and
classic style leaf spring body mounts,

hydraulic activated 11.5 inch H-D rotor/caliper
brake,

16 inch spoke or solid (H-D) wheel using over-
sized bearings,
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dropout axle for quick wheel change,

Lexan windshield with classic style lower apron
that folds for entry,

complete interior upholstery in marine vinyl with
hip pads,

map pockets and armrests, including tonneau
cover and floor mat,

six-piece stainless steel trim strip kit and billet-
machined polished aluminum step with rubber
nonskid tread.

Options include
rear luggage rack,

full-skirted fender,

disc wheel,

spare tire mount,

custom color interior and package truck body.

Prices are FOB Seattle, unpainted, plus
$120.00 crating charge where applicable.

For more information contact: Liberty
Sidecars, 3400 13th Ave. S.W., Seattle, WA
98134 or phone (206)2928420 or FAX (206)292-
8551.

Manufacturers..
PETE LARSEN AND THE LIBERTY SIDECAR..

Front mounts on this FLHS look familiar
because where feasible, Liberty Sidecars
simply uses Harley-Davidson mounting
hardware. If none exists for a particular

model, it is fabricated in house.
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Manufacturers..
PETE LARSEN AND THE LIBERTY SIDECAR..

The FLHS has a fourth mount
boss welded to the frame, to

eliminate some of the flex in the
three point system. When

removing the sidecar, only a small
added fitting is visible. On other
models, the fourth mount simply

clamps on the frame.

Below: the shop rig attached to a
modified FLHS with different
seat and leather saddlebags.

A very handsome color matched
outfit.
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Manufacturers..
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Production run stack of frames being assembled in the machining and welding facility.

The assembly, parts storage and shipping room.
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Touring
COON DOG
CEMETERY
By Spencer Bennett

This is not, as it might seem to
some, the cemetery for the town of
Coon Dog, Alabama, but is the final
resting place for the elite of Coon
Dogdom. It is located in the north-
west corner of Alabama, just east of
Alabama Highway 1, and south of
U.S. 72. There are signs on U.S. 72
and directions on Highway 1, to
guide you to the location.

The cemetery was founded in
1934, as a place where the best coon
dogs in the world could spend
,eternity at rest.

It presently has about 100
graves that date back from the early
1940s to the present. Each dog
buried here is at least a national
champion coon hunter, and many
are several times national champi-
ons. The grounds are well kept, with
the gravestones and flowers in good
repair and neatly displayed. There is
a pavilion for services and picnic
tables for visitors, but no water or
rest rooms.

The original monument was
erected in 1934, and over the years
had pretty much worn down (plus I
suspect the local coons probably
vandalized it at every opportunity),
so in 1990, the new monument was
erected, complete with coon proof
fence!

If you are passing through
northwest Alabama, this is a worth
while stop, if for no other reason,
than to admire the dedication of a
group of sportsmen to the memory
of their best friends and hunting
companions.
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Everything Else
SIDEHACK ASSOCIATION REUNION AND BANQUET

Red Ludford (hat on) was founder of racing
sidecars Sidehack Association, in 1958. With

him is Mike Parti, the Penguin, of N.
Hollywood.

Left, Ed Wade passengered with Doug
Bingham and was on old SIDECARIST cover,

crashing upside down at Elsinore G.P.

 (1. to r.) Troy Lee, seated with suit and tie, is
x-motorcycle racer. Standing is Harry Fisher,

x-sidecar racer and head of the Victor

Doug Bingham has just introduced Dean
Hummer of Petaluma, CA.

(1. to r.) Susie Ellsworth, Karl Paul, a S/C
racer, Germany and John & Sue Baber, CA.

By Doug Bingham
Over 50 people attended the reunion and

banquet, held October 22, 1993, at the 94th
Aero Squardon in Van Nuys, California. The
Sidehack Association was established in 1958. At
the time, only four or five hacks were in So. CA.
If less  than three showed at a race, District 37
would not consider it a class.
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Rally

By Bob Anderson
August 8-14, 1993, saw the 53rd Annual

Black Hills Rally and Races, better known
simply as Sturgis. I've been there now, for the last
ten years straight, and have watched as sidecars
have gained in both use and popularity.

I think the overall sidecar population peaked
in 1992. This year's content of hacks seemed to
be down a bit, which may have had something to
do with the USCA National being held in a
similar time frame.

In any event, there were still a lot of side-
cars and even a few sidecar companies with
exhibits. Hannigan and Ural America were set up
in the new community hall and California Side-
car was out front in the parking lot.

53rd ANNUAL STURGIS

As is usual, more is going on at Sturgis than
a person can take in, but the number one activity
is watching motorcycles and motorcyclists.

Mid week, the National Motorcycle mu-
seum and Hall of Fame, held their annual induc-
tion breakfast, at which the late Mary Cutright,
Ernie Beckman, Ray Price and Willie G. David-
son, were inducted as Hall of Fame members.
Mary was Motor Maid President for a dozen
years and won more than 100 trophies. Ernie was
the last rider to wih an AMA National aboard an
Indian. Ray has been a large influence on motor-
cycle drag racing. Willie has had design success
with Harley-Davidson and promoting motorcy-
cling and Sturgis.
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Rally..
53rd ANNUAL STURGIS..

John Cutright, accepting, on behalf of his late
mother.

Ray Price was inducted, then they had him
present Willie G. for his induction.

Ernie Beckman being inducted.
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53rd ANNUAL STURGIS..
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Industrial News
Another package

arrived from Doug
Bingham, this one with
some recent developments
in England.

Unit Sidecars has
brought out the Enduro
Touring Hedingham, or
E.T.H., originally devel-
oped for use with the BMW
GS.  The sidecar could
possibly be hooked up to
other machines.
Specifications include:
Length 63.5 inches
Width 35 inches
Weight 150 pounds
Lockable boot.
Folding rear rack.
Unit sidecar suspension and

interlock fitting system.
Available left or right hand
Right hand fitting uses

subframe
No further specifica-

tions or price were included
with the basic information
brochure, but from looking
at the photos, it would seem
that fiberglass is used in the
construction of the sidecar
nose, fender and lockable
boot beneath the seat. It
would seem that a disc
brake was also fitted to the
sidecar wheel.

For more information:
Unit Sidecars Ltd., 12
Wethersfield, Road, Sible
Hedingham, Nr. Halstead,
Essex CO9 3LB, England.
Telephone 0787-61000. --
Ed.

E.T.H. - ENDURO TOURING HEDINGHAM
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Manufacturers

By Bob Anderson
Forget fast, flashy and frivolous. Say hello to

slow, cobby, tough and user-friendly. Get in the slow
lane and be happy at 45-50 mph and never be afraid
again of snow, mud, ice and bogs.

Long-time readers of this publication are no
strangers to mention of the motorcycle and sidecar
outfits produced in what was once the U.S.S.R. In July,
1973, we carried a brief impression test of the Ural M-
63 with sidecar.

In January, 1983, a full decade later, we printed an
impression test of a Neval MT-12, which was the
Ural's brother, built as a Dnepr in Kiev, Russia, then
exported to Hull, England. Now, two decades later,
enter Ural America.

Bob Gerend is the honcho of Ural America and a
motorcycle and sidecar buff. But how does he fit into
the picture and why should he do any better than the
previous importers? Let's start with the fact that he
exports potato harvesting equipment to Russia. has a
Moscow office and plenty of contacts, and things begin
to fall into place. Also add the fact that the Russian
economy is turning around and that the factory workers
at the Irbit, Siberia plant (about 1500 miles east of
Moscow), have bought the operation and are eager to
export into the general trade economy of the world.

Gerend is acutely aware of the shortcomings of

[Reprinted by permission, from the January
1994, issue of MOTORCYCLE CONSUMER
NEWS, POB 6050, Mission Viejo, CA 92690.]
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Manufacturers..
Russian Ural Update..

previous imports. Parts availability and the export
modifications required to pass stricter emissions and
safety requirements here in the USA are indeed major
hurtles. Modifications need to be incorporated at the
factory and not at some point between export and
import.

I have to give Gerend credit for the way he is
going about things. I've been trying to arrange a test
since June of 1993, and the attitude has not been one of
getting all the press possible, then unloading outfits on
people to turn a fast dollar. Instead, there has been a
reluctance to release machines for testing.

Parts availability is a genuine concern. The plan is
to have a warehouse store of parts available in the
Seattle area and to ship an order within two business
days. Plus to have at least a couple of extra machines
on hand for cannibalizing if the need should arise.

Gerend is serious about this business and has
lined himself up to participate and exhibit his machines
at all the major motorcycle trade shows of 1994. I
know he's serious because I've already visited with him
at Sturgis and the Long Beach Dealer Show. MCN
readers should expect to be able to inspect the Ural rigs
first hand at shows like Anaheim, San Francisco,
Seattle, Chicago, New York, Michigan, Atlanta,
Philadelphia and Daytona.

20 Years of Urals
The price of the combination unit in 1973 was

$1700, with purchases being made through Bill
Winkelmann's Continental Motorcycles of Culver City,
California. The machine of that era ran a 6.2:1 com-
pression ratio, produced 32 horsepower and was fitted
with 17-inch wheels.

Ten years later, in 1983, the importer was Sidecar
Imports Ltd., of Lake Forest, Illinois, and the price tag
was $4945. This included a driven wheel on the sidecar
as well as on the bike, and modifications were made to
upgrade the machine for import into the USA. This
included replacing the two Russian carburetors with a
single SU unit, adding a different air cleaner, more
electrical switches, a Veglia speedometer and tachom-

eter set and upgrading to 19-inch wheels among other
things. Electrics were now 12-volt instead of the 6-volt
on the 1973, compression was up to 7.5:1 and horse-
power up to 36. One thing that both machines shared
was the fact that they were produced for utilitarian use
as opposed to sporting use.

Now, there is a genuine concern about getting
things right first, spotting areas that need upgrading at
the factory (such as DOT approved headlights and
windshields) and teaching the Russians how to pack
better for shipping.

But What Is It?
What you will see is a motorcycle and sidecar

combination that looks very much like an old BMW/
Steib combination, since that is what the Ural and
Dnepr originated from. The Ural IMZ 8.10340A
features a 649cc air-cooled, four-stroke, OHV opposed
twin with a bore and stroke of 78x68mm, running a
compression ratio of 8.5:1 and turning out a modest
34.2 horsepower with 33 ft. lbs. of torque. This is fed
through a dry dual-disk clutch into a four-speed gear
box, with reverse gear, driving only the rear wheel via
an exposed shaft-drive.

The electrical system is a 12-volt, battery-type,
utilizing an electronic ignition. Power is supplied from
a modest 150- Watt alternator mounted on top of the
engine case which, as Gerend points out, is maxed out
running the stock electrics (so forget CBs and electric
vests).

Starting is via a left-side kickstarter that every old
BMW buff will be familiar with. A beefy tubular frame
is utilized, with ball attachment points for the two
lower sidecar mounts. These, in addition to two male/
female upper brackets with through-bolts, attach the
sidecar.

The finish is mixed, with paint on the tank,
fenders, fairing and sidecar being rather nice looking,
while the raw castings of the wheel hubs are left rough
and just painted over. The engine/ transmission cases,
as well as the rear-end gear case, are left in an unpol-
ished cast form, although the valve covers are polished.

All of the outfits that I've inspected (two at Long
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Beach, and one at the Lynwood Cycle barn, in
Lynwood, Washington) featured standard-tread tires on
the motorcycle and sidecar, despite a hefty knobby
mounted as a spare on the rear of the sidecar. I am told
the knobby will be offered as an option, but standard
models will have a fourth standard tread tire mounted
as the spare. The Russian tires carried unfamiliar
markings (I don't read Cyrillic), but the specifications in
the owners manual say 3:50-18, 3:75-19 or 4:00-19.
They all had quite a bit of heft to the tread. The good
news (at least I think it's good news)is that all four
wheels are interchangeable. Yes, get a flat or wear
down a tire and you can swap it with any of the others
on the machine.

Interchangeability also brings up the fact that all
three wheels use the same drum brake hubs. The front
brake being of a double leading-shoe design, while the
rear brake and sidecar are a single leading-shoe design.
The sidecar brake is connected via linkage and a
crossover tube to a lever and arm that fit into a slot on
the rear brake pedal. When removing the sidecar, this
assembly simply slips apart.

The Sidecar
The sidecar itself comes from the old Steib

military design. It is heavy gauge metal, has an open
side for ease of entry and a lift-up windshield with
apron. A tonneau cover also comes standard. To the
rear of the seat is a cargo area, with a backward open-
ing lid that lifts up and to the rear along with the spare
wheel and tire and a big cargo rack. A lever on the side
operates two camlocks that hold everything down
while under way.

The sidecar fender is like the fenders on the
motorcycle, big and intended to work instead of just
being there for looks. This fender also carries right turn
indicator lights in addition to running and stop lights.

A leading link front end is utilized, along with a
double leading-shoe front brake. The shiny bar beneath
the sidecar frame connects the rear foot brake to the
sidecar wheel brake.

Suspension is present on all three wheels. The
motorcycle has an Earles design leading-link fork with

Manufacturers..
Russian Ural Update..

dual shocks. The shocks have spring preload settings.
This not only aids in making steering easier with the
sidecar, but when braking, the front end lifts slightly
instead of diving.

Rear suspension is via a swingarm with two
preload adjustable shocks. In addition to a spring shock
on the sidecar wheel, the sidecar body is supported by
rubber cushions.

Americanization of the Ural
The motorcycle can be shipped from the factory

with either a pair of tractor type seats (shown), or'with a
dual bench seat. One modification that Ural America is
using on the tractor type is what they term the "big-man
modification," which moves the driver seat three
inches to the rear and two inches up. This seems to
accommodate the average American a bit better. Both
seats are mounted on hefty rubber blocks.

Of interest is the fact that in the Russian specifica-
tions, measurements like seat height and wheel-base
seem unimportant. Instead, you get measurements like
an overall length of 8 feet, 4.78 inches and width of 5
feet, 6.9 inches.

If you happen to have a photo, or remember the
Ural engines of two decades ago, you will note definite
similarities. But updates have taken place. The front
engine cover is the most obvious. It now contains a
cartridge-type oil filter that slides in from the bottom
after removing a cap. The crossover exhaust header
looks like it would be in the way, but one bolt loosens it
from its fitting and a spring holds the header into the
left exhaust port. The air cleaner base has been enlarged
to accommodate an "inertial type with oil contact" air
filter assembly, whatever that means. The side of the
rear engine/transmission case has also changed.

Maximum speed with sidecar is listed at 65 mph.
and they reference fuel consumption at just under 30
miles per gallon at 75-percent of maximum speed,
which would be 48.9 miles per hour. Fuel capacity is
listed at five gallons.

Maintaining The Ural
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Another area of concern is making potential
buyers aware that this is not a maintenance-free
motorcycle. This is a motorcycle that will require
operator maintenance on a regular basis. It's a motor-
cycle for people who like to tinker with their motor-
cycles. Valve adjustments have to be made al 1550
miles, and regular lapping of valves must be done at
6200 miles—which is something most of us haven't
had to do in a long time.

Ural America has produced an 85-minute video
that they run at their show booths. It shows the a Ural
factory in Irbit, Siberia, including nearly all of the
manufacturing of the machines from casting to com-
pleted sidecar rigs. They also show the workers
changing shifts with most of them arriving and depart-
ing on their own Urals. Being Siberia. these scenes
were shot in the snow at 10°F.

Other portions of the video demonstrate the
machine's ability to navigate snow, ice, bogs and
woods. The viewer is left with little doubt as to the
toughness of these rigs—what abuse they can handle
and still keep on going. The video winds up in the
factory museum, showing the evolution of the Ural,
back to it's "grandfather," the 1939 R71 BMW. And
yes, Ural America sells the videos.

So, this is where the Russian Ural situation
stands. Supposedly, there will be 1994 Urals available
in the Spring of 1994, at an introductory price of
$5995, plus $250 setup, local dealer prep, shipping
from Seattle, tax and license.

I, for one, will look forward to the chance to get
on an updated, DOT-approved rig to see for myself
how it does. I hope it will be for more than just a quick
spin around a parking lot.

For more information, contact Bob Gerend at
Ural America Inc., 16301 NE 8th, Suite 251, Bellevue,
WA 98008; or call (800) 8322845.

—Bob Anderson
Ural design and heritage obviously goes back
to German BMW roots. Note the toe protector
below the cylinder guard and heel-toe shifter.

Now that's what we call a luggage rack!
Beneath it is a spare wheel designed to fit any

of the three on the rig. Note the sidecar
"door," for entry. A suppled tonneau cover

closes it off.

A leading link front end is utilized, along with
a double leading-shoe front brake. The shiny
bar beneath the sidecar frame connects the
rear foot brake to the sidecar wheel brake.
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Coming Events
March 8-13, 1994, Speed Week, Daytona Beach, FL. Cycle World M/c Show, 1013. See ad

May 20-22, 1994, Second Annual Western Reserve Sidecar Campout, Whispering Hills
Campground, Shreve, OH. Info: Steve or Betty Dumek, 1917 Bathgate Rd., Madison, OH
44057. (216)428-6274.

May 27-30, 1994, Yakima UNrally, Yakima, WA. Info: J. Uberschar, 8160 Rosewell Ave.,
Richmond, BC, Canada V7A 2J5.

June 3-5, 1994, Pow Wow, sponsored by Northern Illinois Region Sidecarists, at Rockford,
IL., Blackhawk Valley Campground. Info: Ed Johnson, (815)478-4908.  (815)6674988.

June 10-12, 1994, 4th annual Mosquito Massacre and All Fools' Festival, 2 Rivers Camp-
ground, central Maine. $31.50. US per person, pre-registration only. Info: Mike Marston,
North East High Plains Drifters M/C, PO8 35, IR Turner, ME 04282. (207)2253065.

June 23-26, 1994, USCA NATIONAL SIDECAR RALLY, CycleMoore Campground,
Interlochen, MI. Rally Hosts, Ed/Marilyn Johnson. Details to follow when worked out.

July 2-3, 1994, Iowa Sidecar Rally, Evansdale, IA. Hosted by Central Iowa Sidecar Ass.
$5.00 per bike. Info: Dick or Dorothy Garrison, 926 W. 6th St., Waterloo, IA 50702.
(319) 232-7949.

July 28-31, 1994, XII Bigfoot Sidecar Rally, Kitimat, B.C., Canada. Info: J. Uberschar,
8160 Rosewell Ave., Richmond, BC Canada V7A 235.

August 5-7, 1994, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular, Mariposa, CA. Pre-registration $15; $20 at
the gate, per adult. Info: Sierra Pacific Sidecar Club, 1281 Avis Dr., San Jose, CA 95126.
(408)295-4506.

August 8-14, 1994, Black Hills Motorcycle Classic Rally and Races, Sturgis, SD.

September 2-5, 1994, XII Mirror Lake/Kootney Sidecar Rally, Mirror Lake, B.C., Canada.
Info: J. Uberschar, 8160 Rosewell Ave., Richmond, BC, Canada V7A 235.

September 6-9, 1994, Follow The Tracks to Bear Paw Ranch, Iskut, BC, Canada. $140 US
by May 1, 1994, no refunds, no kidding. Pre-registration only. Info: Mike Marston, POB
35 Turner, ME 04282. (207)2253065. North East High Plains Drifters, M/C.

September 23-25, 1994, XII Ears Across the Border (Location to be announced). Info: J.
Uberschar, 8160 Rosewell Ave., Richmond, BC, Canada V7A 235.

October 22-23, 1994, Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, CA. Info: Doug Bingham,
Sidestrider, 15838 Arminta St., Unit 25, Van Nuys, CA 91406. (818)780-5542.

December 3, 1994, Bigfoot Turkey Feast and Christmas Party. Info: Bigfoot Sidecar Club,
J. Uberschar, 8160 Rosewell Ave., Richmond, BC, Canada V7A 235.

2nd Time Advt, Cont,
Wanted
Windshield and uprights. 19361948 Harley-Davidson, sidecar, spare tire, locking cap, brake rod,

emblems. Peter I. Holmes, 2088 Kathleen, Napa, CA 94558. (707) 224-5925.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1986 Goldwing Interstate with EML sidecar -

leading link forks and car tires - black with
radio and C8, well maintained with 34K
miles. Thomas J. Sheridan, 5924 Wallace
Ave., Bethel. PA 15102-3458. (412)833-1393.

1987 K100 w/EZS 2 passenger sidecar, only one
in U.S. Looks great. $10,500 BO, Stan
Vorgias, 10005 Fair Lane, Union, IL 60180.
(815)923-2521 after 6p.m. CST IL.

1989 Honda Goldwing with Escort sidecar, 10K
mi. on Wing, 100 mi. on sidecar, dealer
maintained, mint condition, $10,000 or best
offer. Jim Machniak, 10645 S. Lockwood,
Oaklawn, IL 60453. (708)4239787.

1993 Champion Legend, disc brake, cover,
steering dampener, less than 50 miles on rig.
$3,000. Ronald Ray Horner, Rt. 2, Box 173,
Atlanta, TX 75551. (903)796-0905.

1986 BMW EML Tour T, 1000cc, low miles,
extras, good condition. $6,000 or best offer.
Must sell. (904)373-8719, leave message.
Thanks, J. Vasil, 3336 N.W. 54th Terr.,
Gainesville, FL 32606.

1983 Honda GL650 and 1992 Velorex 562 with
top and running lights. 29K mi. bike, 8K mi.
hack and new tires. $3,395. 50 miles west of
Chicago, IL. Clarence Penninger, 2 S 040
Harter Rd., Elburn, IL 60119. (708)557-2267.

1979 Harley-Davidson sidecar, stock, brown,
spoke wheel w/all mounts. $2,700. Larry C.
Lompart, 747 .Lor Ann, South Elgin, IL
60177. (708)741-4899.

Mens XXL brown, leather bomber jacket w/fur
collar & pig lining, very good condition.
$85.00. M.A. North, P.O. Box 395 White
Lake, NY 12786. (914)583-7087.

Wanted:
Late model BMW R100 or K100 with good

quality sidecar. Also want used Flexit sidecar.
Brian Hanasyk, 5703-94 B Ave., Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T6B OZ1 (403)469-7161

Leading link forks and sidecar frame for custom
750 rig.  Call Marty, (408)253-9968. Martin J.
Filiatrault, 21869 Woodbury Dr., Cupertino,
CA 95014.

Friendship III sidecar with electric lean and top -
will paint to match, to fit Harley FLTCU. Sue
Menard, Rt. 2, Box 148A, Eau Claire, WI
54703. (715)874-6216

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
Velorex 562, black, full canopy, luggage rack.

$500.00. A.R. Mackenzie, 51 Mineola Ave.,
Point Lookout, NY 11569. (516) 431-0240.

New top, all hardware, never used, bought in 192
for Velorex model 562. Asking $100.00. Will
ship. R. Cohn, 151 Olean St., East Aurora, NY
14052. (716) 652-1064.

1987 Jawa Velorex 562 sidecar. Custom wind-
shield, convertible top, headlight. '83 Honda
wineberry. $950. Roy Peters, 3303 N. Taylor,
Decatur, IL 62526. (217) 877-4346.

1984 Watsonian Oxford, needs paint and minor
repair. $2,000  Unit LL fork, $800. Tim Scott,
2944 W. Vermont #1, Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 242-3247.

1982 Yamaha Maxima, Ride by Side sidecar,
1100cc, new battery, carbs, rebuilt brakes, new
excellent condition. $3,000.00. Good tires.
Gary Potter, 5554 Kingswood Dr., Orlando,
FL 32810. (407) 629- 2898.

Aux. gas tank & all fittings for Motorvation
Formula II. Phone (412) 929-3035, after
5:00p.m. (412) 929-6445. Nick Plevel, R.D.
#3, Box 188, Belle Vernon, PA 15012.

For Sale or Trade:
1991 Kawasaki Voyager. Only 480 total miles.

California Sidecar, step, triple taillight, ton-
neau cover, tools, low Jack, AM-FM radio,
Earles fork, plus original. $8,000.00 or trade
for clean Model "A" or other interesting old
car. H. Granville Yarnell, 14841 Germain St.,
Mission Hills, CA. (818) 365-1484.

Cont. p45
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising

Manager, Jim Krautz,
POB 191, Lakeside,

CA 920400.
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